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A collection of exceptional personalised email examples



Welcome to the ‘Email Personalisation Lookbook’. 

As Email Personalisation continues to be highlighted as the major challenge 
facing email marketers we wanted to highlight stand-out email campaigns from 
brands that have got email personalisation right.

In this edition, we showcase emails from a variety of industries including retail, 
travel, health & fundraising.

We hope you find inspiration in these emails, and demonstrate what is possible 
by using the latest techniques in email personalisation.

Sean Duffy
Founder
Reignite

Welcome to the lookbook



Jones Bootmaker embraced email 
personalisation to solve a number of 
strategic challenges including:

• Converting in-store only shoppers to 
make additional online purchases

• Improve stock utilisation by reducing 
the amount of fragmented stock left 
over at the end of season 

Using the Reignite Recipe Builder they 
were able to create their own unique 
recommendations designed especially 
for email, helping inspire the next 
purchase while also allowing full 
merchandising control.

Strategic Email Personalisation

2nd Purchase 
programme with 
personalised hero 

graphic & bespoke set 
of recommendations 

to inspire the next 
purchase



62%

81%

£1M+

Revenue increase 
from sale emails

Increase in 
conversion from 
in-store to online

Annual revenue from 
post purchase 

campaigns

Results

Sale campaign with 
products recommended 

based upon taste 
& available sizes, helping 
shift fragmented stock.



Cruising Excursions wanted to increase 
the number of bookings customers were 
making on their cruise.

They created a series of automated 
messages prior to the customers cruise 
using the Reignite Recipe Builder to serve 
personalised recommendations for the 
ports they would be visiting.

Each email was automatically tailored to 
the customers local currency.

Personalised Upsell Programme

Unique tours shown per customer 
with pricing in local currency



67%

18%

£1.96

Additional live 
content 

including 
personalised 

images & timers 
for added impact

Open rates up to:

Click rates up to:

Revenue per email

Results



Diamond Holidays had a basic approach 
to promoting late deals, sending a single 
bulk email to the whole database.

Using Reignite they moved to a 
personalised approach with late 
availability deals served based upon the 
customers home address, ensuring they 
were only shown tours with a pickup 
point within 10 miles.

As deals were refreshed at the moment 
of open this also ensured any tours that 
sold out were replaced with the next best 
deal.

Late Availability

Late deals pulled in live from 
reservations platform



312%

42%

<5

All emails 
personalised by 
customers local 

pickup point

Increase in 
revenue per email

Increase in 
click-rates

Minutes to build

Results



Fitness studio brand Frame have the 
simple mantra that getting fit should 
never feel like a chore & they’ve been 
putting FUN back into fitness since 2009.

To keep their ‘Framers’ motivated & 
deliver the best experience in emails they 
embrace personalisation.

• Personalised timetables based upon 
their favourite classes & genres with 
live class availability to recommend 
the next class

• Monthly updates celebrating success 
with multiple data points & charts

Personalisation to motivate

Real-time 
timetable 

personalised for 
every Framer



66%

12%

£3.69

Monthly & 
annual stats 

emails to 
celebrate 

achievements

Open rates up to:

Click rates up to:

Revenue per email 
sent up to:

Results



TV Shopping is extremely fast paced so 
JewelleryMaker needed a means of 
keeping up with the email production 
schedules, while also providing more 
tailored promotions.

• Manual email production was replaced 
by automated daily emails built from 
the TV guide API and a Google Sheet

• RFM (Recency, Frequency & Value) 
segments were created to delivered 
tailored promotions to either increase 
order regularity or the AOV of each 
order

Personalisation & Automation

Content 
automatically 

created from API 
& Spreadsheet



100+

18%

115%

Days saved per 
annum

Increase in 
revenue vs. control

Increase in weekly 
clicks

Results

Each RFM 
segment receives 
a tailored offer



Easyfundraising help charities and good 
causes raise free donations when their 
supporters shop online with over 4,000 
retailers.

Ongoing email communications tended 
to be one-size fits all.

As a result easyfundraising saw an 
opportunity to pursue a personalisation 
strategy to boost engagement.

• Personalised data replayed back to 
the supporter to celebrate, remind & 
educate

• Graphics & charts used for added 
impact

• Live voting used to help engage the 
less active audience

Personalised Hero Messaging



108%

0

28

One email, 
28 variants 
including 
live voting 

for less 
engaged 

supporters

Click-rate vs. control

Additional build time

Number of variants
(and growing!)

Results



www.reignitehq.com

Interested to learn more about 
how the Reignite platform can 
help your email marketing?

 +44(0)116 3260 360

 hello@reignitehq.com

Sean Duffy 
Founder & CEO

Works with EVERY email sending platform


